
LITERATURE FAIR PROJECT RUBRIC

 

Student Name:                                                            Board #:                                                          Date:

Please grade each item on the rubric and mark the appropriate score for each. See the chart for score information:

5 = Outstanding

4 = Very good

3 = Average

2 = Below Average

1 = Did Not Meet Expectations

PLOT SUMMARY 5 4 3 2 1

Are the exposition, plot events, climax, falling action,   and resolution fully introduced and clearly explained? Does the essay flow
easily and is it easy   to follow?

     

Does the essay have a clear introductory paragraph with   BLUES and a thesis statement, RDF’s (T), clear E’s, and a conclusion that
  summarizes, encourages, convinces, or challenges?

     

CHARACTER SKETCH 5 4 3 2 1

Are the following traits of the character introduced and   explained: physical appearance, personality, how character effects the story,  
and the role the character played in the story?

     

Does the essay have a clear introductory paragraph with BLUES   and a thesis statement, RDF’s (T), clear E’s, and a conclusion that
  summarizes, encourages, convinces, or challenges?

     

SETTING ANALYSIS 5 4 3 2 1

Is the setting clearly described using details from the   story? Is the setting clearly linked   to the plot, characters, and the story in
general?

     

Does the essay have a clear introductory paragraph with   BLUES and a thesis statement, RDF’s (T), clear E’s, and a conclusion that
  summarizes, encourages, convinces, or challenges?

     

THEME 5 4 3 2 1

Is a clear theme introduced? Are there at least 4 details or examples   from the book that show or explain the theme?      

Does the essay have a clear introductory paragraph with   BLUES and a thesis statement, RDF’s (T), clear E’s, and a conclusion that
summarizes,   encourages, convinces, or challenges?

     

AUTHOR INFO. 5 4 3 2 1

Does the essay introduce the author? Are there at least 4 details about the   author that are explained in detail?      

Does the essay have a clear introductory paragraph with BLUES   and a thesis statement, RDF’s (T), clear E’s, and a conclusion that
  summarizes, encourages, convinces, or challenges?

     

BOARD PRESENTATION 5 4 3 2 1

Is the board organized, attractive to the eye, easy to   follow, and creative? Are spelling and   grammar correct?      

Does the board summarize   the essay information in an interactive way?   Is there enough information on the board?      

Please total all of the scores.                                                                                                          TOTAL:___/50


